Resolving complexity in the interactions of redox enzymes and their inhibitors: contrasting mechanisms for the inhibition of a cytochrome c nitrite reductase revealed by protein film voltammetry.
Cytochrome c nitrite reductase is a dimeric decaheme-containing enzyme that catalyzes the reduction of nitrite to ammonium. The contrasting effects of two inhibitors on the activity of this enzyme have been revealed, and defined, by protein film voltammetry (PFV). Azide inhibition is rapid and reversible. Variation of the catalytic current magnitude describes mixed inhibition in which azide binds to the Michaelis complex (approximately 40 mM) with a lower affinity than to the enzyme alone (approximately 15 mM) and leads to complete inhibition of enzyme activity. The position of the catalytic wave reports tighter binding of azide when the active site is oxidized (approximately 39 microM) than when it is reduced. By contrast, binding and release of cyanide are sluggish. The higher affinity of cyanide for reduced versus oxidized forms of nitrite reductase is immediately revealed, as is the presence of two sites for cyanide binding and inhibition of the enzyme. Formation of the monocyano complex by reduction of the enzyme followed by a "rapid" scan to high potentials captures the activity-potential profile of this enzyme form and shows it to be distinct from that of the uninhibited enzyme. The biscyano complex is inactive. These studies demonstrate the complexity that can be associated with inhibitor binding to redox enzymes and illustrate how PFV readily captures and deconvolves this complexity through its impact on the catalytic properties of the enzyme.